THE TECH.

NOYES BROTHERS,
NO. 4 SUMMER STREET, BOSTON, U.S.A.

FULL DRESS SHIRTS.
ENGLISH STYLES OF COLLARS.
ENGLISH NECKWEAR.
GOLD, SILVER AND BUCKHORN MOUNTED CANES & UMBRELLAS.

ENGLISH SMOKING JACKETS.
LONG DRESSING GOWNS.
HOUSE AND STUDY COATS.
ENGLISH BATH WRAPS.
BATH TOWELS AND MITTENS.

LONDON TAN STREET GLOVES, $1.35.
WARM LINED STREET GLOVES.
SCOTCH WOOL ULSTER GLOVES.
DRIVING AND SLEIGHING GLOVES.
SILK WRISTERS & MUFFLERS.

WINTER UNDERWEAR, ALL GRADES.
FINE MERINO HOSE 50 CTS A PAIR.
ODD DESIGNS IN SCARF PINS.
FULL DRESS Collars, Ties and Studs.
LONDON & PARIS NOVELTIES.

THE CRUSH HAT
Patented Aug. 27, 1878.

SILVER MEDAL
Awarded at the 14th Exhibition M. C. M.
Connoisseur, Boston.
The Crush Hat
In correct to style, very much lighter
and by far the most durable hat of its
kind. It is unshapely as a silk hat, to
inureMeningENaeItexcellence
manufactured on
the premises.

Just Right.
For EXCEPTIONS, the THEATRE, PARTIES, WEDDINGS, &c.
HARRINGTON the Hatter,
14 School Street, Boston.

Boston Foreign Book Store.

CARL SCHOENHOF,
146 Tremont Street,
SECOND DOOR NORTH OF WEST STREET,
BOSTON.

The rumor that the Princeton
Tiger will not be able to survive
the departure of '83 calls forth
this epitaph from the Argosy:

"I am dying, Princeton, dying,
Fast ebbs my fun away;
I am trying, Princeton, trying
To laugh still while I may.

I am sighing, Princeton, sighing;
To smile is hard for me;
Brother Lampy, stop your crying;
I shall cease with '83."

PREPARATION
FOR THE
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Is a specialty at CHAUNCEY-HALL
School, Boston, Mass., and its
remarkable success can be ascertained
from the Chairman and Secretary of
the Faculty of that Institute.

It aims to fit its candidates so
thoroughly that they will not be
weighted by "conditions" to be
made up after entering, when all
their powers are needed for their
regular work.

The School is within two minutes'
walk of the Institute, affording the
teachers who are preparing the can-
didates with unequalled opportunities
for consulting the professors.

Successful preparation is made
also for College and for Business.
Chauncy Hall is the oldest and largest
private school in Boston.

GLOVES!

All Technology Students will find it
greatly to their advantage to wear the

"Centemeri,"
The FINEST FITTING GLOVE imported.
CHAS. H. REED, Sole Boston Agt
26 Temple Place.

CHARLES A. SMITH & CO.
IMPORTERS OF FINE WOOLENS,
DRAPERS AND TAILORS

18 and 20 School Street - - - BOSTON.